## PROGRAM

### Thursday 30.01.2020 (arrival, shooting, technical meeting)

- **14:00** Arrival in Davos at **Hotel Post, Langwasserstrasse 60, 7277 Davos-Glaris**
- **17:00** First group shooting (pellets) in **Turnhalle Davos-Dorf**, bus 1 till **Parsennbahn**.
- **21:00** Welcome ceremony, dinner and technical meeting, startnumbers, skitickets

### Friday 31.01.2020 (cross-country-skiing, giant slalom, fencing)

- **08:15** Departure bus no. 1 **Davos Frauenkirch, station ARA**
- **08:30** Cross-country warmup
- **09:00** cross-country-skiing mass start (4 - 5 rounds, app. 10 km)
- **11:30** Lunch at **Hotel Post**
- **13:15** Departure bus no. 1 **Davos bis Postplatz**
- **13:30** Sightseeing giant slalom, exercising hill **Bolgen or Geisslochlift**
- **14:00** First round, second round in reverse order
- **17:30** Fencing in **Mehrzweckhalle Glaris** 5 min. by feet from Hotel Post
- **21:00** Dinner at **hotel Post**

### Saturday 01.02.2020 (riding, skiing for fun, award ceremony)

- **08:15** Departure for riding to **Reitanlage Sand, Davos Frauenkirch** by bus no.1
- **08:30** Drawing of the horses
- **08:45** Parcour inspection
- **09:15** Stable time for the first rider
- **09:35** First rider starts
- **11:30** Lunch, afterwards free skiing for fun at **Rinerhorn**, directly at the **hotel Post**
- **18:00** Apéro at **hotel Post**
- **19:30** Award ceremony (categories men, women, youth) at **Hotel Post**
- **21:00** Galadiner at **hotel Post**

### Sunday, 02.02.2020 breakfast from 08:00 a.m. and departure
Accommodation, parking inclusive

**Hotel Post Glaris-Davos** [www.postglaris.ch](http://www.postglaris.ch) incl. breakfast, dinner and Galadiner

double room with shower / WC  SFR 87.--  p.p./ p. night
rooms with more beds, floor shower  SFR 67.--  p.p / p. night

**Starting Fee**

SFR 160.-- for Pentathlon, SFR 85.-- for Tetrathlon including ski ticket, bus transfers, food, drinks.
20% discount for the youth.

**Konto**

Receiver:  Markus Hostettler, Brämabüelstrasse 15, 7270 Davos Platz
IBAN:  CH4600209209588347M2X
Bank name:  UBS Switzerland AG
SWIFT/BIC:  UBSWCHZH80A
Subject:  Winterpentathlon, Your Name

**Registration**

Please register via Internet. Changes of schedule or competition sites due to weather conditions or unexpected events during the competition please query on:


Spend some pleasant hours with well-travelled friends!